Benchmark Peer Performance – Quickly & Easily.

• Create your own custom peer groups
• Instantly produce concise and useful summary tables and graphs
• Get thousands of pages of call report data – at your fingertips
• We do the heavy lifting for you – no data gathering, no laborious keystroking, no copying, cutting or pasting!

“I give QwickAnalytics high marks. It uses our language and speaks to the metrics we compare ourselves to. And it’s the easiest way to find out what other banks are doing in one or two clicks.”

Jon Drake, CFO, Peoples Bank

Best Practices Demand It. Regulators Require it. We Provide It.

Competition requires best practices, and QwickAnalytics offers in-depth benchmarking tools that have never been easier to produce. Or use!

In an instant, you can have independent, third-party analysis of data taken directly from call reports to benchmark your peers.

• Instantly study and present your peers against your bank and understand your competitive position
• No need to search for information, enter or rekey data, upload or compile numbers – we do it for you
• Benefit from user-friendly professional analytics to easily identify strengths and weaknesses
• Show examiners you’re managing risk and satisfy your obligations to the Board to conduct peer review
• Educate, inform and communicate with all constituents – easily and consistently

Read on to learn about QwickAnalytics Bank & Peer Performance Reports. And call 800.285.8626 or visit www.qwickanalytics.com.
Spend your time strategizing – not cutting, pasting and formatting numbers.

QwickRate is delivering professional QwickAnalytics you can really use. All the data chasing, calculations, models and compilations are built in, eliminating countless hours and spreadsheets!

Here are peer benchmarking reports that every bank needs.

PeerWatch: instant comparison

Get a concise, current comparison of how your bank’s performance stacks up to specific competitors with PeerWatch.

• Compare your bank’s side-by-side with up to 11 peers – includes well-organized visual highlights
• Analyze your bank’s financial and operating performance against your closest peers
• Track and benchmark on a quarterly and annual basis to meet board and regulatory needs, as well as establish best practices

PeerWatch Trends: drill down on each and every performance metric

No more powerful tool than the PeerWatch Trends: the ultimate benchmarking deep dive.

View each and every metric you care about – one per page (e.g. NIM on one page, ROA on the next, etc.) – against your peers, showing:

• Each specific peer result for 5 years and 5 quarters
• Force-ranked last quarter results in a bar chart
• Graph of longer term trends against averages

This report will:

• Easily & visually compare and grade you and your peers
• Highlight trends of your peer group and your own bank
• Help build consensus around strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats

PeerWatch Trends brings peer performance benchmarking to a whole new level!
Bank Performance Report Card – compare to custom peer groups

Just press a button for an intensive, objective evaluation that summarizes your bank's financial details over the latest 4+ years – and compares your performance to a custom peer group of your choosing.

- Elegantly presents your actual financial performance in multiple user-friendly tables, charts and graphs
- Includes both current and historical data compared to your peers – to quickly and easily identify strengths and weaknesses
- Benefit from our proprietary grading system with color-coded highlights and peer percentiles
- Create meaningful Custom Peer Groups for your bank (or default to the UBPR)
- Complies with FDIC directives to inform and educate directors
- Provide charts and graphs for board and shareholder meetings

“The major benefit to us is a reduction in cost. QwickRate’s Bank Performance Reports give us the information we need, in a concise, understandable format, plus the ability to create custom peer reports. Our previous provider’s reports were more expensive and had way more detail than we needed.”

Dan Ferriss, SVP/COO, Meramec Valley Bank

“Previously, we used other services for these types of reports but ended up dropping them for QwickAnalytics. It’s very reasonable for a community bank, easy to use and doesn’t take a lot of manpower or hours of time. The cost benefit is strong.”

Perry Haralson, CFO, Cornhusker Bank

Manage performance more effectively and efficiently.

QwickAnalytics® from QwickRate
We do the heavy work. You do the heavy thinking.